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Dear
Welcome to The Vikings!
You are now a member of the oldest (founded 1971) and largest Dark Age reenactment Society in the UK which, while specialising in the life and time of 10th
century Britain, includes groups whose interest range from the 6th to 11th
century. Our membership is mainly centred in Britain but we also have groups
and Provincial members spread across the whole world. During the last few
years we have become a Registered Charity (No. 1062495), which we were
awarded because of the educational aspects of our work, but there is also a
strong emphasis on the social side of re-enactment and, above all, we want our
members to have fun!
Re-enactment is a fantastic hobby – you get to be in the fresh air all weekend,
meet lots of new people and learn all about an era in history.
Your   member’s   handbook   should   help   you   understand   all   about   our   Society. If
you have any questions, the first person to ask is your group leader (or the
Provincial Members Co-ordinator if you are not in a group), but everyone within
the Society will be happy to help you. The Society website is good source of
information and it can be found at www.vikingsonline.org.uk and
http://members.vikingsonline.org.uk/.
I hope you enjoy being part of the Society but, be warned, it is very likely that it
will become a major part of your life, will take over your home and you may
become one of the members who is with us for life!
I look forward to meeting you at one of our shows.

Roger Barry
The Konungr

Society Officers
The Society is run by a number of Officers, or Thegns. Below you will find details
of those who it may be useful to recognise when you first start to attend shows.

The High Council
The Society is run by a High Council of members. They each have specialist
areas that they look after to ensure the smooth running of the Society and
ensure that there are shows for us to attend!
The High Council are the advisors to the Konungr and, as such, are his/her
personal appointment. Members of the High Council may also hold one or more
of the Society Officerships. Members of the High Council are responsible for
maintaining order and discipline within the Society and keeping the Konungr
informed of changes within their area of responsibility. In the absence of the
Konungr, a member of the High Council will normally take charge of any major
public event and be responsible for liaising with officials and the media. He/she
will be answerable to all voting members of the Society and must answer
questions put to them at Jarl Things and Althings.

The Konungr
The Konungr is the leader of the Society. He/she has the responsibility of
providing a direction for the Society and planning its long-term future. The
Konungr appoints the members of the High Council and the Society Thegns and
may remove these from their posts if they do not fulfil their assigned roles.
He/she has the ultimate responsibility for maintaining order and discipline in the
Society and all members of the rank of Fri-hals and above have the right of
appeal to the Konungr if they feel they have been unfairly treated by another
Officer of the Society. The Konungr is answerable to all voting members of the
Society and must answer questions put to him/her at Jarl Things and Althings
I am the leader of The Vikings and have
overall responsibility for setting the direction
that the Society moves in, ensuring that we
adapt to meet the constraints set by the
21st century whilst still retaining the spirit
and outlook of early medieval times. I am
responsible for appointing the High Council
and senior Society officers and for dealing
with the very few disciplinary matters that
arise. I am also the public face of the
Society and should always be consulted
before any statements are made, internally
or externally, in response to any events that
may affect The Vikings or re-enactment in
general.

"I'm far too busy to talk right now" is a phrase I have managed to avoid saying,
but only just. There are not many arena events that I am not involved in, you
might miss me but I won't miss you as I often fight using a bow. As for my
background, I was a soldier for 39 years and now work as a School Visitor,
telling children all about how The Vikings lived..

Secretary & 2nd in Command
The Secretary is responsible for maintaining the records and the correspondence
of the Society, for ensuring that documentation is up to date and securely
stored.
Sandra Orchard
Secretary
Society Second in Command
I get to do much of the boring bits
of admin which keeps the Society
working behind the scenes, but it
does mean I can answer almost any
question about The Vikings which
you may want to ask. Look for me
under the Ousekjarr blue and red
sail at shows.

Special Events Co-ordinator
The Special Events Co-ordinator is responsible for negotiating the contracts for
major shows and events. He/she will handle all the preliminary arrangements
but need not necessarily be responsible for the actual running of the show itself
and may choose to hand this over to another member of the Society.
The Special Events Co-ordinator is also responsible for arranging the Society
events calendar and ensuring that there is no double booking of major Society
events.

Tony Thorpe
Special Events Co-ordinator

Authenticity Thegn
The Authenticity Thegn is responsible for maintaining and, whenever possible,
improving the standards of authenticity within the Society. He/she is responsible
for ensuring that information is available to every member of the Society, in
particular the Herred Authenticity Thegns, and that the information is as
accurate as possible and, if necessary, constantly updated. He/she has the
authority to prevent any member of the Society from appearing in Dark Age
costume, if this does not reach the standards required at that show, or to
remove any part of their costume.

Society Authenticity in the past
has meant that everything from
archers to boats, from costume
to daily life in the living history
has at some time come under
my scrutiny. Presently, it is my
job to maintain the high
standards of Authenticity that
potential clients have come to
expect.

Benedict Coffin
This is achieved with help from a small band of dedicated Cultural Authenticity
Thegns (CATs) armed with a series of tried and tested Guidelines and
assessment forms. All Society members however are encouraged to act as
Authenticity Police, and to be on the lookout for contraventions to the
authenticity  code.  "It’s  a  thankless  task  but  some  one  has  to  do  it."

Combat Training Thegn
The Combat Training Thegn is responsible for
maintaining the standards and safety of all combat
within the Society. He/she is personally responsible
for training and testing of all Recognised Training
Thegns and for over-seeing the Archery and Unarmed
Combat Thegn. He/she sets all hand-to-hand weapon
tests and either examines or appoints examiners for
these tests. He/she will organise the combat events
(but not date or venue) at Society Training weekends.
Kendal Kinrade
Combat Training
Thegn

Communications Thegn
The Communications Thegn is responsible for ensuring that full details of all
Society events are conveyed to Society members as quickly and as accurately as
possible, usually through the Runestaff, Broadsheets and the Web site. As the
editor of the Runestaff he/she is responsible for producing the Society journal on
a regular basis, for generating Broadsheets throughout the season and ensuring
that the information in these publications is as correct and up to date as
possible. At Society events he/she must ensure that the information necessary
for the smooth running of the show is disseminated rapidly and efficiently and
that a mechanism is in operation to ensure that last minute changes in plan can
be quickly notified to Society members.
As Society Communications Officer I collate, edit, have
printed and distribute/post the Society's Runestaff.
The Runestaff is usually sent out to the membership
every three months, these are posted to group leaders
to distribute to their members or if you are a provincial
member they are posted directly to you. A copy is also
always available at
http://docs.thevikings.org.uk/departments/44/files.
For my sins I have been a member of the society for
well over thirty years, I work for Westinghouse fuel
division in Preston, Lancs, and in my spare time I relax
by killing things on the X-box.
Bob Clegg (commonly known as Black Bob)
Society Communications Thegn
Member of AWS committee (Communications)
Leader of the Black Guard

Treasurer
The Treasurer is responsible for maintaining the finances of the Society, for
ensuring that all purchases made are affordable by the Society and honouring
the financial commitments of the Society, for example insurance premiums,
when due. It is his/her responsibility to ensure that the Society receives value
for money when a purchase or payment is due and to search out the best deal.
He/she will administer expense claims.
He/she should produce a balanced set of accounts, incorporating all of the
Society income, financial transactions and assets, at the end of every Society
financial year (31st January).
I'm the person you need to find at major events to
claim travel expenses. Get your group leader to
point me out.
Chrissie Lines
Treasurer

Village Coordinator
The Village Coordinator is responsible for the setting up and running of any
encampments/villages/static craft as part of Living History displays at all major
musters. He/she should be aware of the location of all major items of associated
display material owned by the Society and should notify the keepers when items
will be required at particular events. He/she should be supplied with details of
the individual skills of Society Members by the Village Training Thegn and use
this information to ensure that an adequate number of people will be available to
man the display. The Village Coordinator may also examine or appoint
examiners for Village/craft assessments.
Essentially I look after anything and everything to do with the Living History
Encampment, a task in which I am ably assisted by a team of RTT(Village)
officers at society level and Herred village thegns at group level.
The first time you will probably see me is running around the LHE like the
proverbial headless chicken just before show opening time making sure that
everything is ready for the public, the LHE runs smoothly, I know who is coming,
and where to put them when they get to the event. For some shows I also
need to know who is going to do what in the way of crafts and other LHE
displays.

In real life fellow Viking and wife
Christine and I run our own
architects practice from home with
‘help’  from  our  three  aging  cats.    I  
play
squash
(stop
laughing
please), follow F1 and rallying, and
do the occasional bit of wood
turning.
Steve Lines
Village Coordinator

Battle Captain

The Battle Captain is responsible for the
organising and running of the arena battle
display. Working closely with the Scripts/casting
Thegn, he/she must ensure that an adequate
scripted display has been prepared for each
Major muster, select and brief unit commanders
and ensure that the sides are evenly balanced.
He/she must ensure that all combat displays do
not endanger the public in any way and must be
prepared to fill in any gaps in the timetable by
organising impromptu combat displays if
required.

Jon Finch
Battle Captain
As the Battle Captain, i am the person who is in overall charge of what we do in
and around the battlefield arena: working with the Scripts/casting Thegn, I
ensure that an adequate scripted display has been prepared for each Major
Muster; I will select and brief the unit commanders (Hersirs); ensure that the
sides are evenly balanced; each Group knows which side they are on and where
to Muster. I need to make sure that the arena displays do not endanger the
public in any way (with the help of the Marshals and the PA). All other arena
displays e.g. the Kiddie Vike and archery displays etc will be planned in advance
with the relevant person in charge knowing their responsibility whilst still having
fun doing their role.
I have worked under the previous 4 Battle Captains as a Hersir and I have
learned the role over the last 15 years or so: 2015 is my 22nd year in the
Society. I am very keen for every Group to improve their overall team fighting
skills to make every Battle we do the best spectacle possible for the paying
public whilst still having us all leave the field on an adrenaline high of "that was
the best death I have had in ages" or "that was the best fight I have had in
ages".... possibly both!

Publicity Thegn
The Publicity Thegn is responsible for the public image of the Society and
promoting our services. This entails preparing materials which explain and
advertise the work of the Society to the general public and to the press – such
as leaflets, posters and promotional films. The purpose is to advertise the
different types of shows we can produce, the school visiting programme, our
filming skills (both as advisors and cast members) and to attract new clients and
members.
I work with a small team of enthusiastic people to present the public-facing
website (www.vikingsonline.org.uk). We also present the official facebook
page (www.facebook.com/vikingsonline) used to promote our events and
skills to potential clients; and the unofficial page for members and friends to
contribute to (called Vikings NFPS) which is more of a social chat site where we
exchange thoughts in relative privacy. We also provide support for group leaders
and show organisers as to how to deal with the press, TV and Radio. When
interviews   or   articles   are   requested,   we   can   help   make   sure   the   piece   is   “on  
message”  as  the  spin  doctors  would  say.
Merchandising is an important aspect of any modern organisation and the
Merchandising Thegn is also part of my team. We now have a range of branded
products for members and public alike.

Mark Talbot
Publicity Thegn
Missile Thegn

I have been a member of the society for twenty
years and I am a Saxon archer – usually – but I
am often out of kit taking photos or dealing with
media requests. I am a Recognised Training
Thegn and a First Aider. In my professional life I
am a consultant and have my own company. I
enjoy F1 and have travelled the world to follow
my (now defunct) team – and designed their
safety management systems. I am also the
Missile Thegn, responsible for maintaining the
standards and safety of all missile weapons within
the Society.

Health and Safety Thegn

Gareth (Goose) Evans
Health and Safety Thegn

The H&S Thegn is responsible for ensuring that all Society activities conform to
national, local and event specific laws & regulations, making them as safe as
possible for members of the public, participants and guests.
Included within this brief is the production and maintenance of the overall
Society Health & Safety policy and procedures and support for the other
departments in the management of Health & Safety issues within their portfolio
to ensure compliance with these policies.
The Health & Safety team also manages First Aid provision for the Society,
ensuring that we have suitably qualified and equipped personnel to cover our
activities.
In short, it is the role of my team to make sure that with the minimum of
intrusion  into  our  normal  activities,  we  don’t  attract  the  attention  of  the  Local  
EHO (Environmental Health Officer), H&S fanatic or the HSE (Health & Safety
Executive), and if we do, all of the right boxes have been ticked!
I

School Liaison
Officer

The Schools Liaison Officer is responsible for directing
the activities of our school visitors, and ensuring their
presentations are of a required standard and fulfill the
needs of the current curriculum. They ensure that all
School visitors are registered with the Society and are
compliant with Society recommendations for visitors,
i.e. have the relevant enhanced legal documentation for
their area, and for keeping records of these up to date.
The Schools Liaison Thegn is responsible for the
coordination and allocation of school visits and for
follow-up assessment.
Nigel Tate
Schools Liaison Officer

Other Useful Officers
The Society has many other officers who you will get to know over the years,
here are a few more you may find useful.
Membership Officer – Julie Luke
The Membership Thegn is responsible for maintaining the membership records of
the Society, for collecting the annual membership fee and issuing the
membership cards. He/she co-ordinates the record keeping of the society and
ensures that for every member the information is available as to their
membership, rank, test status and show attendance.
Provincial  Members’  Thegn – Robert Wilkinson
A senior member who has been appointed by the Konungr to represent the
views and opinions of the provincial members and, if necessary, co-ordinate
their activities at Society events.
Acting Thegn – Fee Lombard
Responsible for organising all set piece acting and for casting all the character
roles and must work closely with the Battle Captain and Chief Marshall to ensure
that the timing and content of the arena display tie in with the rest of the script.
Group Thegns
The group thegns help run your group. There is always a leader, secretary and
treasurer. Depending on the size of your group there may be more – including
authenticity thegns and training thegns. Each group differs, so you will need to
speak  to  your  leader  to  understand  your  group’s  structure.

Ranks within the Society
The Society is structured with ranks. When you first start you are seen as a
Thrall – which  is  to  say  a  slave.  It’s  just  a  title  – we  don’t  treat  you  as  one!    You  
can easily progress beyond this to a Fri-hals and you are then seen as a free
man. After that there are many ranks that you can aspire to. You do not have to
work towards promotion if you do not wish to do so.
Thrall
A Thrall is a new member, who is busy acquiring kit and learning a first skill. You
must pass a Basic Combat or Archery test before being allowed to fight at a
public event.
Fri-hals
A Fri-hals needs to possess a basic set of costume, have passed a basic skill
assessment (usually combat, village or acting) and can take full part in a show
(subject to individual weapon restrictions).
Drengr
A Drengr has passed a number of skill assessments (to a total of 7 points),
passed fairly detailed checks on 2 sets of kit, attended a minimum number of
shows and generally impressed their Group leader (or Provincial Members Coordinator) to the point where they are willing to nominate them for promotion.
The award is then generally made at the next banquet.
Thegns
Thegns are officers either within a Group or holding a Society position. After a
minimum of 2 years exceptional service, they may be awarded the rank of
Silver Thegn
Jarl
A Jarl is an officer, either the leader of a group or someone responsible for a
particular area of Society activity such as combat training or Health and Safety.
After a minimum of 2 years exceptional service they may be awarded the rank of
Silver Jarl.

Promotion within the Society
First and foremost it should be stressed that promotion is not compulsory within
the Vikings – if you wish to remain a Thrall for 10 years that is your right. It is
also not linked to the character(s) you choose to portray – you may have the
rank of thrall and dress like a Jarl provided all your gear is of that standard.
However, if you would like to make your way up through the ranks, read on.
Thrall → Fri-hals
To be made a Fri-hals, you need to pass a Basic Test, possess one set of kit of
show quality and show a satisfactory level of commitment to your group and the
Society. Basic tests are usually one of Basic Combat/Spear, Archery, Villager or
Acting but other tests have been accepted under special circumstances. This
award will normally be made by your Group Leader/Provincials Coordinator when
they think you are ready – when you receive the award, please ensure that the
Membership Officer (Julie Luke) has been made aware of your promotion. The
Fri-hals award is an axe head, which your Group Leader can obtain from the
Konungr.
Fri-hals → Drengr
To qualify as a Drengr you need to amass 7 assessment points (including your
original Basic test), have two sets of kit passed as Drengr quality and have 20
show points (Major=3. Mediums=2. Minors=1). Assessment tests can be taken
at most majors or Training Weekends and are run by the appropriate Society
Officers. Please contact them in advance to book a test. Kit checks are tested by
the Society Authenticity Officers and again this can generally be done at major
events or Training Weekends. You are advised NOT to leave this until the last
minute, as these checks are rigorous and you may well be asked to correct a
part of your kit before a pass is issued. Again, booking a check in advance is
sensible – this is particularly important if you are representing an unusual race
or character and only specific Authenticity Officers can check you have correctly
interpreted it. Show points are taken from show registers – it is the
responsibility of the organising group at any show to send attendee lists to the
Membership Officer but it is up to you to ensure that you have registered
yourself at every event.
Drengr → Silver Thegn
Only given to officers who have shown at least 2 years of outstanding duty,
Group Leaders can nominate for this award but it is the gift of the High Council
and will be decided by them.
Silver Jarl
Given by the High Council to a Jarl who has shown a minimum of 2 years of
outstanding duty.

Assessments
What Assessments Can I Take?
There are an ever increasing number of skills that can be tested – basically if it
can be proved that the Vikings were expert in a certain craft, you can earn a
point or more by undertaking it yourself.
A list is below, but this can be added to if you talk to an appropriate testing
officer.
Assessment Name
Craft
Basic Villager
Basic Village Skills
Advanced Villager
Spinning
Carding
Dyeing
Weaving
Tablet Weaving
Braiding
Cord making
Leather working
Wood working
Bone/antler working
Gaming
Storytelling
Cooking
Sewing
Embroidery
Casting
Smithing
Mail making
Net making

Calligraphy
Moneying
Silverwork
Cauldron Proofing
Coin Dye Making
Clothing construction
Cosmetics
Religion
Crossbow
Naalbinding
Church Costume
Fletching
Stell Making
Fishing
Basket Weaving
Shoemaking
Toolmaking
Quern Milling
Pottery
Firecraft
Script writing
Amber Carving

Wire Jewellery
Textiles
Bow String making
Trading
Tent making
Sprang
Herbalism
Lawmaker
Ringed Pin making
Bread Oven
Construction
Armourer
Charcoal Burning
Horticulture
Rowing
Navigation
Breadmaking
Upright loom set up
Jewellery
Felting
Weaving - Slanda

Combat
Basic Combat
Basic Archery
Display Archery
Formation Combat
Basic Display Combat
Advanced Display
Combat

Florentine
Basic Spear
Advanced Spear
Dane Axe
Javelin
Advanced Combat
Advanced Archery

Mace
Basic Cavalry
Intermediate Cavalry
Advanced Cavalry
Sling

First Aid
Marshalling/Show Organisation
Water carrier
Banquet
Management
Banquet
server
Group Officer
Society Officer
Basic History
Advanced History

Service to the
Society
Acting
Basic Acting
Advanced Acting
Basic Directing
Advanced Directing
Commenta
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Communication
Or, how to find out what is going on.
Group
Through your group leader - the first responsibility of a group leader is
communication and they should be in a position to brief you on the season's
activities.
The Runestaff
This is our Society newsletter and is published approximately 4 times per year.
Your group leader will receive your copy so please remember to collect it. It is
posted directly to you if you are a Provincial member or can be found at
http://docs.thevikings.org.uk/departments/44/files
E-mail
All members may join our in house user group (VMAIL) which is now the major
communication stream where all major events and important announcements
will appear on VMAIL. If you would like to join please mail Sandra Orchard
(orchard@ebi.ac.uk) with your name and group. This is also an excellent forum
for asking advice.

Also available
Vmail-Food
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Vmail-Food
A Yahoo list which talks about period foods and recopies. Sometime
quiet, sometimes not
Vike Actors
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/vikeactors
A Yahoo list which talks about acting at Major shows. Sometime quiet,
sometimes not
Authentivike
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/authenti-vike
A Yahoo list which talks about authenti-matters. Sometime quiet,
sometimes not
Vikings Ecclesiastical
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Vikings_Ecclesiatical
A Yahoo list to discuss matters concerning the Early Church.
Vikings-RTT
A list for RTT's and group TO's to discuss
combat matters. Please apply to Paul Murphy (paul@ousekjarr.org) to join.
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In addition, many groups have their own private mailing lists.
Web Pages
Details of all major shows should also appear on the Society WebPages http://www.vikingsonline.org.uk
Here you will also find interesting information about the Society and Viking life.

Members information
Several guides are available on DocStore at http://docs.thevikings.org.uk –your
Group Leader can access more for you. Also there  are  articles  on  the  members’  
website http://members.vikingsonline.org.uk/ and on http://the-vikings.wikidot.com/
Twitter
Follow us on Twitter @TheVikingsUK
FaceBook
There is both a public FaceBook page https://www.facebook.com/vikingsonline and a
members-only page The Vikings NFPS
Text Alert
We subscribe to a Text Alert service which sends a text message in the event of
urgent "Alerts" being needed, for example, major events being cancelled on the day
due to a flash flood (yes it has happened). This is a service that could save you
driving pointless miles.
To sign up, please email Gareth Evans (gevans@goose-ej.com) with your Mobile
number.
When we need to alert people we will send the alert to all registered phones. This
will come through with the name "The Vikings" so there is no confusion. There is not
the ability to reply to the message, and it is to be taken as Gospel, as only specific
officers can do this. To send a message via this service you will need to contact any
member of the High Council, or Gareth Evans.
Obviously the text will be followed up with a more detailed email, but this is to get the
message out there quickly.
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Character
Before you start working on any kit, beyond your very basic, you must create a
character and a story line for them. This can be done by researching the sagas
and history in general.
A character is needed for two reasons.
First there is the technicality of needing the character in order to pass tests you have to have a character for Basic Villager and for each Drengr kit check.
Second - having a character that you have developed allows you to tell the
public who you are and where you are from in a (semi) authentic way. This
helps to set the scene and maintains the illusion that the public have stepped
back in time. Every little helps, as it were.
Whenever you talk to the public they frequently ask who you are. You would
obviously know your personal details irrespective of status. You should also
remember that you are a re-enACTOR, with some of the emphasis at times
being on the ACTOR bit, and therefore you are playing a character whenever
you are in public / in the village etc whether you realise it or not. The authentic
name and family history etc merely completes the visual character.
Furthermore, by having a character and practicing being that person, whenever
you are asked to play a part in a set bit of acting you will readily fall into
character.
I  have  found  that  it’s  best  to be as true to reality as possible. What I mean by
this is to use your modern self and family etc as the basis for your character. In
this way you need not remember too much pure story and can rely on amended
modern truths. As example, I am Svein (from Steven) Haraldson (from my
father - Harry). My 'nickname' Melrakki, means arctic fox - which was the
nickname I got at college.
Obviously your trade can be directly linked to crafts being demonstrated, so I
am an odd jobbing woodworker and general repair man. Actually based upon
the chap who lost the Mastrmyr toolkit - because my toolkit is based on that
find.
(Written by Steven Lines, Living History Thegn)
While it is not compulsory for members of the Society to have an authentic
name and persona, it does help add to the flavour of the events we attend. It is
also a bit embarrassing when a microphone is stuck under your nose and you
are asked your Viking name, if you cannot think of an answer. Another situation
where it becomes embarrassing is the battlefield, "Steve, get over here" doesn't
sound as good as "Valgard, get over here". It's worse still when you have to call
"Help! Donna!", again "Help! Dagfiend!" though still desperate at least sounds
right.
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Those members who have not yet chosen a Viking name may well find the
attached lists useful. The list of female names is much shorter but please don't
blame me, remember ladies, it was men who wrote most of history! Those
warriors of a less masculine nature would be well advised to pick a name from
both lists, one for the battlefield and the other for when in the civic display as a
woman.

A Viking Period Name List by Wiglafr Skaldfiflinn
Organised by cultural identity
Viking Names
Drawn  largely  from  the  sagas,  there  is  likely  to  be  a  ‘late’  and  Icelandic focus to
this glossary of commonly recorded names. I have preferred Anglicised forms –
eg. Bodvar would originally be Boðvarr, Thorolf Þórólfr.
Men
Aki
Alf
Alfgeir
Amundi
An
Ani
Ari
Arinbjorn
Armod
Arnald
Arnbjorg
Arnfinn
Arngeir
Arni
Arnljot
Arnor
Arnthrud
Arnvid
Asbjorn
Asgaut
Asgeir
Aslak
Asmund
Asvald
Atli
Audbjorn
Audulf
Audgisl
Audun
Avaldi
Bard
Bardi
Baug

Beinir
Berg
Bergfinn
Bersi
Bjalfi
Bjarni
Bjartmar
Bjorgolf
Bjorn
Bodvar
Bolli
Bork
Bragi
Brand
Brandulf
Broddi
Brynjolf
Cnut
Egil
Einar
Eindridi
Eirik
Eldgrim
Erling
Erlund
Eyjolf
Eystein
Eyvind
Finn
Finnbogi
Floki
Fostolf
Fridgeir
Fridmund

Frodi
Galti
Gardi
Gaut
Geir
Geirlaug
Geirmund
Geirolf
Geirstein
Gellir
Gisli
Gizurr
Glum
Gnup
Gorm
Grani
Grettir
Grim
Grimolf
Gris
Grojgard
Gudbrand
Gudlaug
Gudmund
Gunnar
Gunnbjorn
Gunnlaug
Guttorm
Hadd
Haki
Hakon
Halfdan
Hall
Hallbjorn

Halldor
Hallfred
Halli
Hallkel
Hallorm
Hallstein
Hallvard
Harald
Hardbein
Harek
Hauk
Havard
Hegg
Helgi
Herjolf
Herlaug
Hermund
Herstein
Hildir
Hjalti
Hjorleif
Hogni
Hord
Hoskuld
Hrafn
Hrafnkel
Hrapp
Hrolf
Hromund
Hrut
Hundi
Illugi
Ingimund
Ingjald

Ingolf
Isleif
Jarnskeggi
Jokulf
Jón
Jorund
Kalf
Kari
Karlsefni
Ketil
Kjartan
Kodran
Kolbein
Kolbjorn
Koll
Kollsvein
Kveldulf
Lambi
Leif
Ljot
Magnus
Mar
Mord
Njal
Odd
Oddi
Oddleif
Ofeig
Olaf
Oleif
Olvir
Onund
Orm
Ospak
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Osvif
25
Ottar
Ozur
Pál
Ragnar
Raud
Ref
Rognvald
Runolf
Saemund
Sam
Sighvat
Women
Alfdis
Asdis
Asgerd
Aslaug
Astrid
Aud
Audbjorg
Bera
Bergthora
Estrid
Freydis
Fridgerd
Geirny

Sigmund
Sigtrygg
Sigurd
Skafti
Skallagrim
Skeggi
Skidi
Skorri
Skuli
Snorri
Solmund
Starri
Stein

Steinthor
Styrmir
Sumarlidi
Surt
Svart
Svein
Sverting
Thjodolf
Thor
Thorarin
Thorbjorn
Thorbrand
Thord

Thorfinn
Thorgeir
Thorgils
Thorgrim
Thorhall
Thorir
Thorkel
Thorlak
Thorleik
Thormod
Thorodd
Thorolf
Thororm

Thorstein
Thorvald
Thorvard
Tryggvi
Ulf
Ulfhedin
Ulfheid
Ulfkel
Valgard
Vali
Vebjorn
Vestein
Yngvar

Gjaflaug
Grima
Grimhild
Groa
Gudny
Gudrid
Gudrun
Gunnhild
Gunnlaug
Gyda
Halla
Hallbera
Halldis
Hallfrid

Hallgerd
Hallveig
Helga
Herdis
Hildigunn
Hildirid
Hrefna
Hrodny
Hungerd
Ingibjorg
Ingigerd
Ingunn
Isgerd
Jarngerd

Jofrid
Ljot
Ljufa
Olof
Osk
Ragnhild
Rannveig
Saeunn
Signy
Sigrid
Solveig
Svala
Thjodhild
Thora

Thordis
Thorey
Thorgunna
Thorhild
Thorlaug
Thorodda
Thorunn
Thorvor
Thurid
Unn
Valgerd
Vigdis
Yngvild

Anglo-Saxon
Old English names, modernised on the basis of the forms used in Frank
Stenton’s  ‘Anglo-Saxon  England’  in  accordance  with  academic  practice.  The  
comprehensive Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England, cataloguing every
recorded person in England between 597 and 1042, can be found online at
www.pase.ac.uk
Men
Ælfgar
Ælfheah
Ælfhelm
Ælfhere
Ælfric
Ælfsige
Ælfstan
Ælfwald
Ælfwine
Ælla
Ælle
Æsc

Æscwine
Æthelbald
Æthelberht
Æthelfrith
Æthelheard
Æthelmær
Æthelnoth
Æthelred
Æthelric
Æthelwald
Æthelweard
Æthelwig
Æthelwine

Æthelwold
Æthelwulf
Ætla
Agilbert
Alcuin
26
Aldfrith
Aldhelm
Alfred
Alhred
Athelm
Athelstan
Bede

Beorhtfrith
Beorhtric
Beorhtwulf
Beorn
Beornhæth
Beornred
Beornwine
Beornwulf
Beowulf
Berhtwald
Bosa
Botulf
Botwine

Byrhtferth
Byrhthelm
Byrhtnoth
Cadwallon
Cædmon
Cædwalla
Ceadda
Ceawlin
Cedd
Cenred
Centwine
Cenwald
Cenwalh
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Cenwulf
Ceolfrith
Ceolnoth
Ceolred
Ceolwulf
Cerdic
Cospatric
Cutha
Cuthbert
Cuthred
Cuthwine
Cuthwulf
Cwichelm
Cynegils
Cyneheard
Cynesige
Cynewulf
Cynric
Denewulf
Dunstan
Eadbald
Eadberht
Eadfrith
Eadnoth
Eadred
Eadric
Eadwig
Eadwulf
Ealdfrith
Women
Ælfgifu
Ælfthryth
Ælfwynn
Æthelflæd
Æthelthryth
Brunhild
Cyneburg
Eadburg
Ealdgyth
Ealhswith
Edith
Godgifu
Gytha
Hild
Hildegard
Hildelith
Judith
Leofgyth
Margaret
Mildburg

Ealdhun
Ealdred
Ealdwine
Ealhmund
Ealhswith
Eanfrith
Eanred
Eanulf
Eardwulf
Eata
Ecgfrith
Ecgwine
Eddi
Edgar
Edmund
Edric
Edward
Edwin
Egbert
Eorcenberht
Eorcenwald
Eowa
Godwine
Gundulf
Guthberht
Guthfrith
Guthlac
Gyrth
Hæddi

Harold
Harthacnut
Helmstan
Hengest
Hereward
Herfast
Hlothere
Horsa
Hrothgar
Hrothweard
Hygeberht
Ine
Jaenberht
Judhael
Leofric
Leofwine
Morcar
Odda
Offa
Ohthere
Oisc
Ordgar
Ordulf
Osberht
Osbern
Osfrith
Osgar
Osgod
Osmund

Osred
Osric
Oswald
Oswine
Oswiu
Oswulf
Rædwald
Rædwulf
Rægnald
Regenbald
Saberht
Siferth
Sigeberht
Sigered
Sigeric
Siward
Stigand
Stuf
Styr
Swithberht
Swithhun
Tatberht
Tatwine
Toki
Torhtmund
Tostig
Tuda
Tunberht
Turgot

Ubba
Uhtred
Ulf
Usher
Waldhere
Waltheof
Watt
Werburh
Werferth
Werwulf
Widsith
Widukind
Wighard
Wiglaf
Wihtberht
Wihtred
Wilfred
Willibrord
Wulfhere
Wulfnoth
Wulfred
Wulfric
Wulfstan
Wulfwig
Wynfrith

Mildthryth
Osthryth
Seaxburg
Waldburg
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Normans
Are all called Hugh, Robert, Roger, Rollo or William (Guillaume). Mostly.
Britons
Hopefully someone will compile a more comprehensive list, meanwhile watch
out for
Cadafael,  Gruffud,  Hywel,  Rhodri,  Rhys…
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Being a provincial member.
Most people who join the Society do so as members of a group. However,
for some of us the nearest group is so far away that this option is not
practical. In this case you can join as a provincial member. This category
covers between 5 and 10 % of our members. Being a provincial member has
both advantages and disadvantages which are probably more relevant for
new members. The main advantage is that you will make friends across the
whole Society much faster than you would as a member of a group. The
disadvantages are mainly due to the isolation but these can be overcome.
If you are about to attend your first show contact the Provincial Members Coordinator for general background information. If they are going to be at the
same show they will probably arrange to meet you and do some
introductions, if not they can arrange for someone to do this on their behalf.
This will ensure that even if you come to your first show knowing no one that
state of affairs will not last very long. This may also enable you to overcome
the problems of not having anyone from whom you can borrow things which
could be a problem for those who want to be in the Living History
Encampment.
As a provincial there is probably no one to train with but there will generally
be some formal training session at a major show. Training on an ad hoc
basis can also be arranged at shows. There is also the Society training
weekend and some groups will arrange training weekends at which
provincials are welcomed as they increase the numbers. Even as a provincial
member not having weapons and safety equipment is not insurmountable as
some people will let you borrow theirs for training.
Especially if you do not know much about fabrics and dyes the lack of anyone
to sit down and discuss costume with can be a problem. Contact the
Provincial Members Co-ordinator as a lot can be done by phone or e-mail.
This is not the same as sitting round of an evening and looking at objects in
the flesh but photographs and explanations can often solve the problem.
Authenticity tests / clinics are done at most major shows, so if you have
questions about authenticity turn up at one of these sessions. The fact that
you may not be ready for a formal authenticity check is not a problem
Before appearing in front of the public you should pass a basic kit check. For
members of a group this will be done as part of the group’s  activities  but  for  
provincial members it will generally be done by one of the authenticity
officers at your first show.
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Activities in the Society

These are listed in no particular order.
Combat
Large battles, competitive or display combat, archery, small skirmishes,
"play-in-the-wood"  sessions….
Living history
Learn a new craft skill, live for a weekend in a 10th century tent, eat the food
of  the  period….
Acting
Re-enact the events which lead up an important moment in history as part of
a large group, play a role in the daily life of a 10th century householder..
Research and teaching
Add to the knowledge of the Society and help disseminate it both to the
public  and  to  our  members….
Administration
Behind every successful event is a support staff who organise, administer
and marshal. If your talents lie more in the 21st than the 10th century this
may  be  your  niche….
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Your first show
If you have not been to your first show then you may be slightly
apprehensive about what to expect! Although some of us look rather scary,
we   are,   as   a   whole,   a   friendly   bunch   so   don’t   worry   about   us!   To   find   out  
information about the next show there will be details in the Runestaff, or you
can check it online at www.vikingsonline.org.uk

What you need to take part.
For your first event, it is best to borrow as much as possible, rather than
spending large amounts of money on things which experienced members
might have been able to provide, or which they would have advised against.
If in doubt, always ask first – there will usually be someone who can help.
The kit that you need to take part in a show falls into two main categories
Modern stuff: initially most members camp in modern tents with four
season sleeping bags, airbeds, petrol stoves etc. Some will go onto a period
tent, fur for a bed and a real fire by the door. If you have never camped
before spend as much as you can afford on this equipment – it gets a
hammering and cheap stuff designed for Glastonbury does not cut the
mustard. There is nothing worse than a bad nights sleep in a leaky tent.
Period stuff: Clothing and footwear is your first priority, followed by any
fighting kit you need, and then pretty things such as jewellery.
Other stuff: Okay I know I said two but you also need to bring your sense
of humour, a lack of singing ability, your family, the dog (show organisers
permitting) and ability to function on very little sleep.

What do I do when I get there?
What then do you do when you get to a event - normally referred to as a
show. Shows are broken down into several recognisable sections:
First of all the geography of an event – there will always be at a major event;
Living History Encampment (LHE), Modern Campsite (Plasticamp), a
Battlefield.
Living History Encampment – people live in this camp all day and night so
it is usually the first thing to appear on site. To sleep in the LHE you must
have a period shelter and booking in with the LHE co-ordinator is essential.
Anyone can take part in the activities within this area – even   if   it’s   just  
walking through and looking.
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Kiddyvike – not somewhere to dump your kids, but what is believed to be
the  most  terrifying  test  of  any  warrior’s  nerves.    Members’  children  take  part  
in a display of fighting on the battlefield. They are joined by public children
who then all turn on the adults taking part and usually win.
Hrothgar’s   Story   Time – a well-known period story is told with the
help/hindrance of members on the battlefield. All played for laughs and
expect to get wet.
Acting – Theatre in the round - occasionally serious portrayal of social
events in LHE.
Battles – do I have to explain this one?
Evenings – depending on location and inclination either trips to local
hostelry or cocktails by the fire/barbeque.

The show
Generally   we   go   ‘authentic’   at   about   10am   and   are   on   show   until   5pm,  
although the times will vary from show to show.
If you are in the living history encampment then everything must be
authentic – no car keys lying around, no trainers or bright blue groundsheets
poking out of the bottom of the tent! We are proud of our authenticity and
we try to make sure that we keep our good reputation. Another thing to bear
in mind is not to talk about last nights TV or sit around the fire smoking a
cigarette. After the show has closed, that is a different matter!
The public often talk and ask questions of our living history re-enactors and
please try not to laugh out loud when you get asked some of the more stupid
questions such   as   ‘Vikings   did   not   have   metal,   did   they’   and   ‘how   does  
chopping  wood  differ  between  then  and  now’.  Those  have  really  been  asked!  
You  won’t  need  to  answer  any  questions,  let  the  rest  of  your  group  do  that,  
however it is advised to listen in – it’s   amazing how quickly you will learn
about  period  life.  Don’t  forget  you  are  allowed  to  ask  questions  too!  
You will often be able to borrow clothing and eating utensils for your first
couple of shows from your group. However it is advisable to start getting
your own kit as soon as you can. Although you can get basic kit quite
cheaply, over the years people spend a lot of time and money building up
their kit and the same person always using your equipment quickly becomes
tiresome. It is also worth talking to your group about their experiences
making clothing and kit. They will often be able to tell you about the local
source for wool and linen, as well as the mistakes that they have made.
Before you start it is worth checking all that what you want to make or buy is
authentic and in keeping with your character. There is nothing more
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demoralising that spending hours making, or spending all of your cash on
something that is not right!
There are three main ways that you can take part in a show – combatant,
living history or both!
If you are in a living history encampment it is expected that everyone pulls
their weight around the camp and helps set up, keep camp tidy etc, but most
importantly helps pack away at the end of the weekend!
After the public have gone home then we all generally relax. Some groups
cook their evening meal; others traipse off to the local pub or chippy. What
you can guarantee is that there will be lots of camp fires and singing. If you
have young children or need lots of sleep there is generally   a   ‘quiet’   area.  
Ask the show co-ordinator or your group leader where to camp.
Although you will want to stay with your group after a few shows it is worth
making the effort to try to get to know other groups as well. Due to the size
of the Society and the fact that we are spread out over the whole country it
is often a few years before you feel that you know most people.
Expected behaviour at a show
A number of things will be expected of you at a show.
Stay in character throughout – if you cannot survive 8 hours without
wearing glasses, having a cigarette or a can of coke, wearing 21st century
shoes etc. please return to the plastic camp or change into fully modern
clothing.
Obey the Society officers at all times – if you disagree with what they say,
say so once the show is over or on the plastic camp. In public, maintain
the high reputation our Society behaves for good manners and behaviour.
Obey the Countryside Code and keep both plastic camp and the LHE tidy
at all times – its no good doing a marvellous show if we loose a repeat
booking because the organisers had to pay a small fortune to tidy up after
us.
You are responsible for the behaviour of both your children and your pets.
If they cause problems, either they or in extreme circumstances,
yourselves will be banned from future events.
As the night wears on, try to let people who have gone to bed get to
sleep.  There  is  often  a  “Quiet”  area  of  the  camp  designated  – if you want
to party all night, please do not camp near to it. This is in your own best
interests – early to bed usually means early to rise and if you kept them
awake half the night they may decide to return the favour at 7am!
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When pitching your tent, please try to maintain at least 6 feet (2m
approx.) between yourselves and your neighbours. This is a legal
requirement but may also save your life should anyone have an accident
with a camping stove after you have gone to bed.
Do not put your tent or car where it will block emergency entrance or exit
to a site. If in doubt ask before the tent goes up – it’ll   be   easier   than  
having to move it afterwards.
Consumption of banned substances is strictly forbidden and will result in
immediate dismissal from the Society.
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Claiming Travel Expenses at A UK Major
Do I qualify?
Adult members and junior members who have paid the £10 membership fee
rather than the 50p fee can claim expenses as long as
You actively participate in the show. This could be in living history, a
warrior, first aider, water carrier, marshal etc.
It does not matter how you travel to the event. You can drive, come by
public transport, even walk and make a claim.
How to Claim?
1) Decide who is going to claim the expenses for your vehicle.
Each vehicle – car, van, minibus, bicycle, motorbike, boat, etc is treated as one unit for the purposes of expenses and only one
person can make a claim.
2) Find a form at the show.
They will usually be found under the register. Or print one of
before you come from the website
www.members.vikingsonline.org.uk – they are found under the
forms section in Membership.
The  form  you  want  is  called  the  “Show  Expenses  Claim  Form”.
3) Fill in the form in nice clear writing.
You need to list everyone who is entitled to claim – that’s  every  
adult and every junior who paid a £10 membership fee. Also
state what role they took in the event.
DO NOT list anyone who is not entitled to claim – kids who paid
50p membership, anyone who came and did nothing, nonmembers, guests.
Say if you brought any large scale living history kit (tents, etc)
and if you came in a van with an engine of more than 2500cc.
4) Get someone to countersign your form.
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Ideally this will be your group leader but another group leader
or a society officer will also do.
5) Return the form by 10am on the last day of the show
Return the form to where you collected it from or to the society
treasurer
An announcement will be made on Vmail before the show if
someone else is going to be in charge of expenses at a show.
6) Collect your money after 1pm on the final day (if you have requested
cash) or supply details and it will be transferred into your nominated
bank account.
If collecting at the event:
Between 1pm and 4pm on the final day find the society
treasurer and collect your money.
The society treasurer will aim to be in Living History near where
the warriors muster/come off the field.
You  will  need  your  membership  card  with  you.  If  you  don’t  have  
a membership card yet you will need to take someone else with
you to confirm you are a member.
You need to collect your expenses. They will not be posted out
afterwards.
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Families and the Society
We have many families within the Society and children are more than
welcome.
If you are part of the living history encampment then the children must be
wearing  fully  authentic  clothing.  Children’s clothes can be made very cheaply
and some parents are happy to pass on the clothes that their children have
outgrown. Authentic, or no, footwear, must be worn – if cases of extreme
bad weather the Authenticity Officer may give permission for very young
children to wear non-authentic footwear, but this should not be assumed
until it stated and must be discrete i.e. no pink wellies. Wellies covered by a
long pair of plain, dark adult socks are an acceptable compromise under
these conditions.
Many children enjoy helping out around the camp, doing crafts, playing with
their toy weapons and they all enjoy the freedom to run around without
parents being as worried as they might normally be!
Wooden weapons can bruise, blind and even kill if used irresponsibly or with
enough force. Train your child to
1. Avoid eyes
2. Avoid head shots
3. Pull their shots
4. Not to engage members of the public WHATEVER THE PROVOCATION.
5. Keep weapons safe when not being played with – they get picked up by
members of the public just like metal weapons if they are left lying
around.
6. Warn your child that any adult member may temporarily disarm them if
they are worried about the safety of the game they are playing. Weapons
will be immediately returned to the parents not the child.
7. Check wooden weapons regularly for splintering.
Introduction
The aim of the Junior Vike is to involve the children in as many activities as
possible so that they may get the most enjoyment from their membership
while not being placed at risk. Adults supervising the children of the Society
need to be aware of their duty of care and responsibilities.
Definitions
Junior:
Fostri:

Any person below their eighteenth (18) birthday who has
only paid the 50p membership
Any person from their thirteenth (13) birthday and below
their eighteenth (18) birthday
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Youth member:

Any person from their thirteenth (13) birthday and below
their eighteenth (18) birthday who has paid the higher
membership rate.
Parent:
Legal guardian of child.
Responsible Adult: Adult designated by parent to supervise child.
Permission to take part
Any child member of the Vikings may take part in any activity the Society
has deemed suitable for their age group. Any child member, presenting itself
to a society organised activity, is deemed to have the permission of their
parent or responsible adult to take part in that activity. If a parent or
responsible adult does not wish their child to take part in any activity
organised by the Society they must take action to prevent that child from
taking part. Activity consent forms should be signed by parents at the start of
each season.
Arena displays with Viking Children
All children are allowed to take part in non combat displays in the arena, if
this is deemed appropriate by the organiser of that display.
Fostri will be allowed in to the arena during scripted battles, combat displays
and training and they must wear helmets. No member under the age of 18
who has not passed Basic Combat is allowed into the arena during unscripted
battles.
Junior members may only use wooden weapons for training or play. All
weapons should be supplied by their parents and comply with the Societies
safety rules. Junior members may use sharp knives for appropriate activities
when supervised by an adult, or if they have passed the Basic Village Skills
Test.
Fostri
Fostri may act as camp followers and take onto the field water, bandages and
files, they must attend the muster with the files to assist the Command
Group with safety checks and have their own checked. On the field they will
water the warriors, bandage or despatch the wounded, collect arrows, rocks
or any other discarded weapons for reuse. They must not take part in any
combat, they must run away if approached by an enemy warrior except
where they have been scripted to die.
If scripted to die they may only be killed by a designated warrior, other
warriors may only capture Fostri (if they are quick enough!). Fostri may be
equipped with a blunted blade no longer than 6" which they may used to
despatch wounded warriors when the Battle Captain instructs them and for
no other purpose, when not closely supervised. Fostri may attend formal
combat training as part of the Society display using combat safe metal
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weapons, they may also take part in knife fights under the supervision of a
training officer, these may be incorporated into the village/acting script. The
supervising training officer must be satisfied that the Fostri is safe and
competent before allowing an individual to take part in a free display fight.
Adult warriors may assist the supervising training officer if the supervising
training officer considers them safe to work with children. Any pair of Fostri
taking part in combat training must be supervised by an experienced warrior.
Fostri will be supervised by a designated adult.
Youth Membership
Fostri of the age 16-17 are allowed to take part in combat, once they have
passed the appropriate weapon test. They must have paid the higher rate of
Junior membership for that season and must have a white band around their
helmet.
Junior members of any age may take assessments but there will be no
allowance made for their age. Junior members who fulfil the requirements
may be promoted to Fri-hals but must wait for their 18thbirthday to be
awarded Drengr.
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Carrying of weapons
When you are carrying your weapons in public they should be in a bag and
completely covered up. If you asked about them at all, you should say that
these are for re-enactment purposes and are not sharp – it should be noted
however that although this is usually accepted, this is not a legal defence.
Carry your membership card, with photo, at the same time so that the police
can see that you are a member of a Re-enactment Society and that these
weapons are not stolen. If you have a sharp, leave it at home whenever
possible. It can be legitimately described as an offensive weapon – as indeed
can your blunts.
It is extremely important at the end of the battles and the day to make sure
that you take off all of your weapons – including your sharp eating knife –
before you disappear to the pub or chip shop.
You should make sure that they are in a secure place – you have to use your
discretion, but at most shows it is worth locking them in the car, van or
minibus if possible. If you have travelled by public transport, ask others to
store your valuable equipment for you instead of leaving it in a tent.
Keep a close eye on them in the LHE – children will pick them up, swing them
about and may walk off with them (either innocently or with malicious intent)
and you will be held legally responsible.
Transporting your weapons.
We know that you've just bought your brand new blade and want to show it
to the whole world but.. please remember, not everyone out there knows
how safe it is in your hands so please try and carry it safely.
Think about investing in a billiard cue bag if you have to transport your sword
and rucksack. It looks better than a plastic bin liner, protects several
weapons at once and lasts quite a while.
If you are transporting it in the car, make a linen or cloth bag to put it in, it
saves your nice shiny sword, scabbard etc from getting scratched and looks
better when the boot is opened.
With regards to spears, try and cover the metal end when travelling, again it
protects the weapon and probably your car etc.
When travelling in a vehicle, try and make sure that no weapons are visible
when you stop for that all important comfort break, visible weapons invite
theft and awkward questions from law enforcement agencies. Similarly,
trailers and roofracks or roof boxes are only suitable for weapon transport
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Basic costume for new members
This section contains descriptions and photos of 5 basic costumes from the
30 + that we recognise for the purposes of a Drengr assessment. Here you
will find photos of our members dressed in the style of their choice. The
pictures have been chosen on the basis of the general appearance and
authenticity of the costume being worn. At the time of writing we believe the
images we have chosen to be in line with current archaeological thinking but
we plan to re-issue this booklet whenever new evidence is forthcoming.
Remember that it is just as easy to produce a good authentic costume as it is
to produce an inauthentic one, but the authentic one will last you much
longer.
What is a Basic Costume?
A basic costume is one, which avoids all of the expensive (but
understandably desirable) items such as expensive brooches, fancy helmets,
swords or a ring shirt while allowing you to take a full part in our events.
Whichever costume you choose now or in the future, certain rules must be
followed and certain items are not permitted. These include:
a) Roman, Post-Roman or later Medieval helms
b) Plate Armour of any sort.
c) Live-role-play type weapons.
d) Knitted 'String' mail.
e) Non-authentic footwear.
f) Tartan of any description.
g) Shields that are not round or kite shaped, or any made of Hardboard,
Chipboard or MDF.
i) Furry jackets or waistcoats.
j) Body Armour made of Horn, Bone, Wood, Leather or any form of sheet
metal.
k) Overtly modern hairstyles must be disguised.
k) Finally - All visible body piercings should be removed and all tattoos
should be covered by costume or masking make-up.
Materials
All of the clothing worn by our Brythonic, Norman, Saxon or Viking ancestors
was produced from natural products, and we strive to re-create this in our
re-enactments. Therefore all costume should be made from wool, linen or
leather.
Overdresses and over tunics are best made from woollen cloth, or sometimes
heavy linen. Under dresses and under tunics are usually made from linen
although cotton is permitted due to reasons of expense. Cotton may NOT be
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worn as an over garment. Likewise trousers can be made from either wool or
heavy linen. Cloaks are always made from wool and often lined with another
layer of wool. Winningas are usually made from wool, as these are less prone
to slipping.
All leather should be veg-tanned and NOT chromed.      Men’s   (and   women  
dressed as men) belts should be from 2cm to 3 cm wide and fitted with an
authentic buckle, while women should wear belts of woven wool. Shoes are
also made from veg-tanned leather but it is probably best if you seek help
before starting a pair of your own. However, the evidence for garments
made of leather (apart from shoes) is fragmentary in the extreme, so please
do not make any as part of your first costume.
Pouches & Bags
Two types of pouch were usually worn.
The first was the drawstring pouch of the common man, the trader, the
woman of the house hold. This is usually made from a circle of soft leather.
300mm in diameter is an ideal size. A series of holes is punched equidistant
around the edge, 16 is a good number. Two thongs are threaded through the
holes, each thong is 500mm long. If you lay the pouch flat like a clock face
one thong comes in at 9.oclock goes all the way around , comes out at the
adjacent hole and is knotted outside the circle. The other thong is similar, but
comes   in   at   three   o’clock,   goes   all   the way around and again comes out at
the closest hole. The two thongs are paired up as far as possible. When
finished pull the two knotted ends for the pouch to close.
The second is the box pouch of the rich man, the warrior, the prince. As the
name implies it is fashioned boxlike from sturdy leather. It is embellished
with knot work and possibly strengthened with metal strips. These were hung
from the belt by a single strap that served to secure the opening flap. The
Middle and Upper class Saxons are thought to have worn a similar pouch,
though  the  opening  flap  was  probably  secured  by  two  ‘garter  hooks’.
A guide to making pouches is in preparation.
One final point. Although these costumes are adequate for participation in
shows, they are only intended  to  be  beginners’  costumes,  and  all  of  them  will  
require a fair amount of work to pass a Drengr kit check.
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Colours
As a guide to help you when choosing materials or dyestuffs the colour chart
below (which comes from Sweden) shows the range of colours that can be
achieved with natural dyestuffs.
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Basic Costume Manufacture

The manufacture of a simple tunic (or Kyrtle) is fairly
straightforward as the following drawings show. The
long illustration shows how all the pieces can be cut
from a single bolt of cloth 24 inches wide. Next the
pieces are sewn together following the pattern below.
For a simple tunic ignore the two sections (front and
back) labelled D.

For a typical Anglo-Saxon multi colours tunic the two D
plus the E and F segments would be cut from a
different bolt of cloth, and as a variation the sleeves
could be same colour as the inserts.
Anglo-Saxon tunics should be made long enough to
reach to below the knees even when belted. The
sleeves should be quite tight at the cuffs but also be long enough to reach to
at least the knees when pulled out. Extra width may also be allowed to
accommodate armguards under the sleeves.
Viking tunics are normally of a single colour as well as being a little shorter in
the body and having the arms end at the wrist. Instead of the wide vents
they may have side splits running from the hem to just below the waist.
Basic dresses are simply a tunic design extended to the ankle.
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Necklines.
The next illustration shows a
variety of necklines suitable for
dresses
and
tunics.
The
important thing to remember
however is that if the neckline
has a split this must be closed
with ties, clothing hooks, a
brooch or a hook and eye
arrangement.
Cloak
Given the British weather, a cloak is a
useful addition to any costume. We usually
make them from a large blanket with
lining. However as this picture (taken from
the Bayeux Tapestry) shows, it is probably
more correct if it was a half-round shape.
It is also useful for showing how the cloaks
were worn. The left hand figure has a
brooch visible on his right shoulder while
the other appears to have one at his neck.

Trousers
All
warriors
(except
maybe the Brythons)
need a pair of trousers
of some description. A
plain loose pair is best
for a beginner since
these will suit both
Vikings and with some
winningas (see next
page) for Anglo-Saxons
as well. The best way to
make a pair of trousers
is to take an old pair
and use them as a
guide, but for those
who want to try from
scratch a pattern is
shown here.
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Once  you’ve  got  the  bits  cut  
out they go together as
shown here. With a bit of
effort this pattern produces
trousers, which are strong
and not prone to splitting at

the crotch.

Winningas
Leg
Windings,
Winningas,
Puttees,
whatever the word it all means the same
thing.
The distinctive lower leg garments worn
by the Saxons. They should be made from a hemmed piece of woollen cloth
(linen ones will slip down and trip you up) long enough to reach at least from
ankle to knee with overlaps as shown in this picture. The tops can be tucked
(as here) tied or even fixed with hooked tags.

Shoes
Although not absolutely necessary, a pair of authentic shoes completes the
basic costume. The pattern overleaf is from Hedeby in Denmark and
represents a simple one-piece shoe that you cut from a single piece of
leather. With your sole and upper patterns, check that they will do for both
feet. Mark out one for each foot from a suitable piece of leather, and cut out
the various pieces. Pair the uppers and soles together, remembering to put
the "shiny" side of the leather outwards and downwards. If chromed leather
is being used, hide the chromed side inwards and downwards. Start the
sewing at the heel triangle, and use saddle stitching. Sew up the short side
first, and then sew round the long edge. You may have to pull the leather
tight to ensure that they meet together at the side of the foot. A little extra
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material on these edges will ensure a good seam. When the sewing is
completed and any excess leather is trimmed off, the shoe can be turned the
right way round. Stiff seams can be rubbed with bees wax and hammered
flat to prevent chafing. Toggles and laces can be added, but remember that
they did not lace up boots and shoes as we do today. We tend to lace up a
vertical arrangement of holes, whilst they thonged up a horizontal
arrangement of holes or slits.
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Decoration
This is not really an issue for a basic costume but looking ahead slightly the
following should be remembered. A simple design, perhaps a blanket,
running or herringbone stitch in wool in a contrasting colour around the hem
or neckline is a good start.

Herringbone Stitch

Blanket Stitch

When you come to consider a more up-market costume, the Saxons were
famed for their embroidery, while the Vikings were fond of tablet-woven
braid instead.
Finally
Since a picture is worth a thousand words, the rest of this booklet is devoted
to photos of members wearing basic kit for Vikings, Anglo-Saxons, Cymri and
basic Female. Your group leader or group authenticity officer should be able
to help you find places that sell the basic materials or even find suppliers who
can sell the completed items.
Provincial members should contact the
Provincial Members Co-coordinator for more information.
Basic Costume Guide No.1 Viking
Firstly please note that this is not intended to be a definitive Viking kit guide.
It is however intended to show what is required to play a full part in our
combat displays. The basic items of costume required for a Viking warrior are
as follows:
Under tunic (made from linen or cotton) longer than over tunic (Optional)
Over tunic (made of woollen cloth)
Trousers (wool or linen but NOT baggy Russ trousers)
Turn shoes
Plain leather belt with strap end
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Primary combat weapon (Axe or Spear)
Head and hand protection plus a Shield
The member pictured here
has a good basic costume.
He is wearing a woollen
over tunic edged with tablet
braid fastened at the neck
by a hook and eye, and a
pair of trousers. He is
armed with a short spear, a
sheathed
seax
and
a
suitably
rimmed
round
shield. He has a plain
leather belt with a suitable
strap end and a pair of
simple turn shoes and on
his head he is wearing a
steel conical helmet with
nose guard. Instead of the
conical helm he could
instead have either a furtrimmed hat concealing a
steel liner or even a helmet
made entirely of hard
leather. A metal helmet
may not be archeologically
correct for this class of
warrior
but
they
are
compulsory
for
all
combatants.
The
same
applies to the gloves with
hard leather backing that
he is wearing. For noncombatant men the same
costume would be worn but
without the weapons or
armour protection
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Basic Costume Guide No.2: Anglo-Saxon
Again this is not a definitive guide to Saxon costume. It is however intended
to show what is required to play a full part in our combat displays. The
Society has published a much more detailed guide to Saxon costume and this
should be available from your group leader or group authenticity officer. The
basic items of costume required for a Saxon warrior are as follows:
Under tunic (made from linen or cotton) (Optional)
Over tunic (made of woollen cloth) with long sleeves pushed back
Trousers (wool or linen but NOT baggy Russ trousers)
Turnshoes
Winningas (puttees)
Plain leather belt with strap end
Primary combat weapon (Axe or Spear)
Head and hand protection and a Shield
The member pictured here has an excellent basic costume. He is wearing a
woollen two-tone over tunic edged with tablet braid fastened at the neck by a
hook and eye, and over his
trousers he is wearing winningas,
which reach up to his knees. He
is armed with a long spear, a
sheathed seax and a suitably
rimmed round shield, which also
has a leather strap to enable it to
be carried, slung over his
shoulder. He has a plain leather
belt with a suitable strap end and
a pair of simple turn shoes and
on his head he is wearing a
woollen Phrygian cap under which
is a steel liner. He could instead
have either a conical helm with
(or without) a nose-guard or
even a helmet made entirely of
hard leather. A metal helmet may
not be archeologically correct for
this class of warrior but they are
compulsory for all combatants.
The same applies to the gloves
with hard leather backing that he is wearing. For non-combatant men the
same costume would be worn but without the weapons or armour protection.
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Basic Costume Guide No.3:Brythonic Warrior
Firstly please note that this is not intended to be a definitive guide to
Brythonic costume. It is however intended to show what is required to play a
full part in our combat displays. The basic items of costume required for a
Brythonic warrior are as follows:
Under tunic (made from linen or cotton) (Optional)
Over tunic (made of woollen cloth)
Trousers (optional but NOT baggy  ‘Rus’  trousers)  
Turnshoes (Optional)
Plain leather belt
Primary combat weapon (Axe or Spear)
Shield
Head and hand protection plus a Shield.
The member pictured here has a good basic costume. He is wearing a
woollen over tunic with a visible pattern in the weave, fastened at the neck
by a hook and eye. He is
wearing trousers (optional)
and on his feet he is
wearing a pair of simple
turn shoes. His cloak has
been wrapped over his
shoulder and the belt
fastened over the top. He is
armed with a spear, a
sheathed knife (not visible)
and a suitably rimmed
small round shield. He has
a plain leather belt with a
suitable strap end and on
his head he is wearing a
steel domed helmet. This is
probably
not
archeologically correct for
this class of warrior but
some
sort
of
head
protection is compulsory for
all combatants. He could
instead have a conical helm
with (or without) a noseguard or even a helmet
made entirely of hard
leather. For non-combatant
men the same costume
would be worn but without
the weapons or amour
protection.
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Basic Costume Guide No 4: Norman Warrior
Firstly please note that this is not a definitive guide to Norman costume. It is
however intended to show what is required to play a full part in our combat
displays.
The basic items of costume required for a Norman warrior are as follows:
Under tunic (made from linen or cotton) (Optional)
Over tunic (made of woollen cloth)
Trousers or Hose (wool or linen but NOT baggy Russ trousers)
Turnshoes
Winningas (puttees)
Plain leather belt with strap end
Primary combat weapon (Spear)
Secondary combat weapon (Seax or hand axe)
Head and hand protection
Kite Shield
The member pictured here has a
good basic Norman costume. He
is wearing a woollen two-tone
over tunic edged with tablet
braid fastened at the neck by a
small brooch, and over his
trousers or hose he is wearing
winningas, which reach up to his
knee. He is armed with a spear,
a sheathed seax and a suitably
rimmed and decorated kite
shield, which also has a leather
strap to enable it to be carried
slung over his shoulder. He has
a plain leather belt with a
suitable strap end and a pair of
simple turn shoes and on his
head he is wearing a steel
conical helm with a nose-guard.
He could replace this with hard
leather   ‘Phrygian’   cap,   but  
never a Gjermundbu type
helmet.
For combat he has a pair of
gloves with hard leather backing
that may not be archeologically
correct but are compulsory for
all combatants. Given their
status as a military elite,
non-combatant is not an
option for Normans.
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Basic female costume: Brythonic, Saxon or Viking
Far more than for the men this is not intended to be a definitive costume
guide. All of the races had their distinctive dress and the differences got
greater as the wealth of the wearer increased. What is shown here is a basic
low rank costume suitable for all races, one that can be worn as part of the
living history display at all of our shows regardless of historical participants
or timeline. Norman women do not have a low rank costume option because
they are only present in this country as members of a military elite. Any
women who are part of a Norman exhibit should dress as shown here but will
represent impressed local Saxons. The basic items of costume required for a
female villager are as follows:
Under dress (made from linen or cotton) (Optional)
Overdress made from woollen cloth
Head covering (scarf or wimple)
Turnshoes (Optional)
Woollen braided or tablet woven belt
Sharp working knife (Optional)
Domestic implements
The member pictured here has
a good basic costume. She is
wearing a woollen overdress
with coloured vents and a
round neckline. The under
dress is made of linen dyed a
single pale colour and is
fastened at the neck with a
hook and eye (although ties
would be equally acceptable.
Around her waist she is
wearing a woollen belt from
which is hanging a variety of
items including a knife, and on
her feet she has a pair of
simple turnshoes. On her head
she has a tied linen scarf which
fulfils
both
the
Christian
requirement for women to
cover their heads in public, and
keeps it out of the way while
working around an open fire. A
useful item not visible here
would be a woollen or linen bag
with a shoulder strap. Female
combatants should wear the
same basic costume as men of
the same racial type.
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Credits for the basic kit guide
Most of the information in this guide has been taken from the Vikings
Basic Kit Guide No. 1 published in 1990 and is reproduced here with
permission of The Vikings and, the original author, Russell Scott.
Special thanks are due to those who posed for the pictures, Alan Meek,
Roger Barry, Geng, Bryan Betts and Carrie Walker.
Copyright
This version of the basic costume guide was produced by Pete James in
December 2001 and is © 2001 Pete James and The Vikings.
While separate reproduction of either the text or the photos will usually be
permitted but permission must be obtained first from either The Vikings at
the address above or the author at guthroth@btinternet.com.
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Your first fight
To take part in any battle you need to have passed a Basic Combat/Basic
Spear Test or a Basic Archery Test. The following equipment is compulsory
and you must be over 16 to fight. 16-17 year olds must wear a white band
around their helmets to indicate their age.
Text: Cathy Murphy, Ousekjarr
Illustrations: Peter Herring, Ousekjarr

A Guide to Minimum Safety Equipment
Helmet

If you are going onto the Battlefield as a combatant or an archer you must
wear a helmet. This might be metal skull cap under an authentic hat, or a
purpose made helmet.
When you buy a helmet you will need to make an arming cap or crash
webbing inside the helmet.

bottom.

You can make an arming cap
from sheepskin or thick wool.
Cut four triangles with
curved sides.
Use newspaper to try out
the pattern before cutting
the material.
Stitch the four triangles together and turn up the

For crash webbing
Cut a strip of leather, which when stitched into a ring, fits the internal
diameter of the helmet.
To  this  ring  stitch  5  or  6  ‘fingers’  of  leather.  
In the tips of these
fingers punch hole and
pass a piece of thronging
through the holes. This
may be adjusted by knotting when the
helmet is ready to wear.
Decide on the position of 6 holes around
the rim of the helmet. Position two of the
holes at points where you can also rivet
through straps for your helmet.
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Use copper rivets, which are easier to finish than steel.
Punch 6 holes in the leather ring and rivet the ring and two straps into
position.

Gloves

You must have a pair of stout leather gloves which offer protection to your
hands, especially your fingers and knuckles. Gardening or welding gloves are
the best option. Before padding your gloves make sure that your shield grip
is large enough to accommodate the padding you are planning.
There are a variety of ways of padding your gloves. If you pad them
internally you may use any material, modern (high density foam) or
authentic to the period (leather or sheepskin). If you choose an inauthentic
material ensure that it is firmly held in place with glue or stitching. You could
pad them externally with leather or sheepskin. Whatever padding you
choose it should be 6mm thick. You might choose to add mail to your gloves.
Consider the additional weight of the mail before you decide on this course. If
you follow this course you should apply 2mm of leather to the gloves and
then attach the mail. The rings can be 5mm to 10mm diameter
If you choose to pad them with foam inside,
Cut strips for the fingers of the gloves.
Cut an L shaped piece for the thumb, so that the top knuckle of the
thumb is covered when to are holding your shield of sword,.
Before inserting the foam, paste glue on the foam so that it sticks to
the leather.
There are many ways of fixing padding to the outside
of gloves. However you decide to pad them, make
sure you pay particular attention to the knuckles.
You might use small piece of leather and create
an articulated effect.
You might use complete strips of leather for
the fingers. If you do so, soaking them in
water will allow you to shape the leather to you
fingers.
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Other Safety Equipment
Arm Guards

Arm guards are not compulsory but you may wish to
consider wearing a pair. Your arm guards may be made
from leather or they may be made from modern materials.
Your arm guard must fit under your kirtle. Remember to
take this into account when you make your tunic.
If you want to make a leather arm guard, use a newspaper
pattern first.

Cut a symmetrical shape which covers your elbow and comes down to
your wrist.
Try folding the newspaper pattern around your arm. Make sure there
is a gap of about an inch between the two edges. When you have
decided on your final shape, cut the shape out of leather.
Soak the leather in warm water and mould it around your arm.
If you prefer using modern materials,
try using 2 layers of tubey grip bandage with
inserted between the two layers.

high density foam

You can also use sports protection for your forearm and/or elbows/knees.
Remember that these protective items must be hidden under your clothing.
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D.A.R.F

D.A.R.F stands for the Dark Age Relief Fund, its our very own self-help
group, and we, as a Society, are unique in the re-enactment world in having
such a thing.
DARF was originally started in 1996 when the daughter of one of our
members was involved in a serious road accident and was in a coma for
several days. When she recovered, she required personal tuition at home
whilst she recovered from a head injury - her local authority wouldn't pay for
it, so members of the Society put their hands in their pockets and came up
with the tuition fees.
DARF is now maintained to lend a hand, both to members of our Society and
to people we work with regularly and know well, when they have problems.
It may be as little as a Get Well Soon card but has also helped out with long
term illnesses and bereavements and cash is always available at every major
event so that anyone needing a trip to hospital can be sure of a taxi fare
when they need one.
The main source of funds are raffles run once or twice a year, with prizes
donated by our members and friendly traders, but money has also come
from sponsored chain mail jogs, head shaves, auctions..... If you are asked
to buy a raffle ticket, please do so - it could be you in hospital one day.
If you would like to do something to raise money for DARF please let one of
us know, and we will do what we can to help you.
D.A.R.F is run by Sandie Gillbanks (sandiegillbanks@btinternet.com) with
help from Pete James, Stacy Green (eustacia@btopenworld.com) and Miriam
Foster. Some people say Sandie is always harassing people for money (she
says its just politely asking ) So when you are asked, be it by Sandie, or
Stacy, or Miriam – please stop and give her them change (or notes)
Thank you for all your donations
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Action Warrior Solutions (AWS)
The Society runs all its media work (from small photo shoots to supplying
costumed extras in large numbers) through a separate organisation - AWS.
All profits made from media work are ploughed back into the Society. If you
are selected to take part in media work, AWS will provide an onsite
representative who will act as a liaison between you and the film company –
please raise any issues with them rather than with the media company. AWS
will always primarily advertise media work first within the Society, but may
contract non-members to make up numbers. AWS may contract for work
outside the usual remit of the Society and you may be asked by the film
company to participate in additional activities at very short notice – if you are
at all unhappy at what you are being asked to do, talk to the AWS
representative immediately and they will talk to the media company on your
behalf.
If you are interested in taking part in film or television work, contact Gail
Bowden
(Gail.Bowden@lslps.co.uk)
or
Chris
Abrams
(huscarl1066@btinternet.com) and she will send you a sheet to fill in with
your personal details. All work is advertised on the V-mail, since it tends to
be short notice any other means of communication is too slow, but if we
know you do not have e-mail access we can contact you directly.
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Membership rules
General points

a.
A member of The Vikings is any person who has paid his/her annual
subscription to the Society for the current year and who has been granted a
membership card. Only those whose dues are fully paid are entitled to the
privileges of membership. The Vikings reserves the right to refuse
membership without explanation. The Vikings has the right to withdraw
membership from any individual or group should it consider this action to be
in the best interests of The Vikings. All membership applications must be
submitted to the Membership Thegn and will be not be effective until the
date of issue of a membership card.
b.
A voting member is any adult member (i.e. over 18 years of age) who
has 18 months of continuous membership within the Society.
c. Membership expires on the 31st December of each year. Members must
have paid their renewal fees before attending any function in the following
year. Late renewals will incur a penalty fee unless extenuating circumstances
exist.
d. The minimum age for adult membership is 18 years. Junior membership
is available with parental consent. Only members of The Vikings may take
part in events.
e. The member agrees to be bound by the rules of The Vikings made now or
in the future and by the terms of any contract entered into by The Vikings on
his/her behalf
f. The Vikings is not liable for any injury, loss or damage incurred by a
member arising from any of the activities organised by The Vikings.
g. The Vikings is not liable for any injury, loss or damage inflicted by a
member on a member of the public during any event, if that member was
acting in contravention of the rules The Vikings.
h. The member agrees not to organise musters, shows, or commit The
Vikings to any undertaking without the approval of the Konungr.
i. Any member appearing in a public display must be suitably dressed and
equipped.
The member agrees to dress and equip himself/herself in
accordance with the Authenticity guidelines laid down by The Vikings and to
accept the authority of the Authenticity Thegn in judging the standard of this
equipment. The member should never combine 21st Century apparel with
period costume when on a show ground or representing The Vikings in any
way.
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j. All members are expected to comply with safety guidelines, whether laid
down by The Vikings or event organisers. All members are expected to be
conversant with safety rules - ignorance is not accepted as an excuse.
k. All members are expected to obey orders given to them by an Officer of
The Vikings. Grievances must be aired afterwards, in private.
l. Members are at all times responsible for the welfare and behaviour of any
children or animals in their care.
m. The member agrees to assign to The Vikings the copyright of any
photographic, film or written material, which the member either produces or
appears in, on behalf of The Vikings. The member retains no rights over the
subsequent use of the material by The Vikings for advertising or promotional
purposes.
For a full copy of the Membership rules, ask your Group Leader/Provincial
Coordinator.
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